LOFTUS PRINGLE AND FARMILOE –
LATER 19TH CENTURY, LONDON PEWTERERS.
With thanks to Marcel Escudier for permission to use his photographs and information.

The purpose of an article concerning these three London Pewterers (and maybe others to
follow) is that this is very well made pewter that might still be found for sale today at
reasonable prices. Not much is known about any of them. They served the pub and inn
keeping trade at a time when pewter was falling into disuse. They produced every day pewter,
albeit to a high standard. Pewter making may well have been a side line as demand fell.
It is the dating of these pewterers that has led to a lack of any real interest in them – for most
collectors they are just too late on the scene. Some are still working in the middle 20th
century. Trying to make a living in a trade for which the period of demand had gone.
At a time when the last of these closed down, Liberty and others in Europe had progressed
considerably with art nouveau ranges. Taking exceptionally well designed pewter into
ornamentation and decorative pieces for the houses of the better off, rather than to serve the
working men and managerial ranks.
(The purpose of these articles is not to give a conclusive account but to put together snippets of known
information so that those interested might pursue their own knowledge of the named pewterers more easily.
Whilst every care is taken to publish only what is understood by the contributors or from sources believed to
be good, it would still be valid to keep an open mind about all the information given. This website welcomes
any updated information and would hope to make any necessary corrections at the following website review,
usually occurring in spring or autumn.)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

William Robert Loftus working from c1859-1919
In Post Office directories he first appears in 1859 and lastly in 1919. A sixty year working
life being uncommon we might reasonably ask if this was business passed down a generation
or sold on. It is not known. It is known however that the business became W R Loftus Ltd
around 1900.
The business claimed to be –
Hydrometer, Saccharometer, and gauging instrument maker, to the Government, and
manufacturers of bottling and corking machines and all utensils for the spirit and brewing
trades
(perhaps Pewter Mugs fits under the heading ‘utensils’!).

His addresses traded at appear to have included –
1859 – 18 Tottenham Court Road
c1870 - 146 Oxford Street
c1880 - 320 Oxford Street
c1900 – 6 Beaufoy Terrace, Edgware Road
though some evidence points o W R Loftus Ltd being at Tottenham Court Road and Oxford
Street around 1900 – so a little inconclusive.
It is also thought he was born at Portsea Hampshire though the date is unknown, but recently
thought to be October 1814 with Parents John and Sophia. The premises at 146 Oxford Street
were used by a Pewterer R W Spooner in the early 19th century.
Further advertising is found for W R Loftus Ltd show advertising in the 1940s and 1950s at
an address off Tottenham Court Road and another off Holloway Road in Empire Yard
claiming – ‘beer engines and pewtering, actual manufacturers’, though this writer knows of
no pewter that is dated beyond 1910.
What can be said then – a pewterer making a good product for the pubs and inns from the
middle 1800s and likely succeeded by others who continued in one form or another through
to the middle 20th century.
Some examples then of the pewter (and one group of brassware standard measures) produced.

Tulip Shaped Pewter Half Pint Mug by W R Loftus of 146 Oxford Street, London as
shown below
Nice inscription for T Barker Clarence Hotel Nr. Hartlepool in 1874. A plethora of
verification marks to both sides of the handle, nice colour, a few dings to the rim. Weighs
over 11ozs stands 4” tall with a footrim of 3”.

Set of Three Copper and Brass Standard Measures. – as shown below - only the pint here
was certainly made by Loftus and likely in late Victorian years. As used by our town halls to
check the publicans own measures these standard measures are delightful in their own right.
These three may not have always been together but all have two bands of multiple incised
lines to their bodies with similar style of top rim, reinforced brass for strength, contrasting in
their appearance with the publicans own pewter measures with brass rims.
The Quart has the word QUART to the left of the handle with crowned VR over 21 over
LCC for London County and mysteriously two very small initials stamped T H to the rim just

above the thumbrest. It stands a good 6” tall with a footrim of nearly 4 …” and upper rim
inside measurement of 3 5/8” and it weighs about 2 21/2 ozs.
The Pint has slightly less incised bands (as does the half) It is marked PINT and VR crowned
over 239 over LCC again probably for London County. To the right of the handle is the name
Loftus over London (a well known pewterer). It stands 4 5/8” with a footrim of 3 …” upper
rim of 3” and weighs a goodly 1lb 6 ozs.
The half pint whilst of the same style is marked to the right of the handle with PINT and
what’s left of the verification is over figure 15?
It stands 4” tall has a foot nearly 3” and an upper inside rim measurement of 2 5/8” and
weighs over 10 ozs.
So despite the similarities these are unlikely to have spent their whole lives together but nice
to have a set of standards so solid and well made and with such good colour in the
appropriate range of sizes.

………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Robert William Pringle - working in London 1850 to 1882
Shown in trade directories as above and from 1883 simply as Robert Pringle so likely
succeeded by a son. A working Pewterer at 65 Brick Lane Spitalfields. The business became
Robert Pringle & Co. in 1890 and moved to no 146 Brick Lane.
Marks as shown below and also perhaps three hallmarks of a Lion Rampant facing left.
The firm of Robert Pringle & Co may have continued in business until 1972.
Another much earlier possible location was 26 Anchor Street Shoreditch - the dates are
thought to be from 1826 by a Robert Pringle who was a pewterer.
Below are examples of marks and wares.

Directly above an apparently unused Pewter Pint Mug made by Robert Pringle of 146
Brick Lane with a clear pot touch by him. Highly unusual handle. He traded there from 1890
and this looks like a late Victorian mug and the colour indicates it had very little if any use. A
heavy piece at about 1 lb 5ozs: standing nearly 4 …” tall with a rim diameter of 3 …” and a
footrim of 3 7/8” or so. An interesting late Victorian Mug.
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Quart 'bucket & ridge' mug by Robert Pringle of 65 Brick Lane, London c188390. This is the address in his pot touch inside the base. 'QUART' label to left of handle, and
engraved 'EAL' to drum front. It is in excellent condition, with medium-tan original surface
patina. It is 6⅜"tall. (Our thanks to www.pewtersellers.com for use of this illustration)
………………………………………………………………………………………………

George Farmiloe & Sons
Working pewterers 1876 – 1940 in London. In 1876 they had an address at 34 St John Street
London EC1. In 1900-1940 they had a Leadworks at Island lead mills, Limehouse, London
E14 and from 1920-30 a Plumbers’ Brassworks at Eagle Court Clerkenwell London EC1 and
Blackfriars Wharf, Upper Ground Street.
They appear to have stopped pewter work about 1940. The founder was likely a George
Farmiloe, though there is an S Farmiloe who may or may not have been related active as a
Pewterer at 118 St John Street West Smithfield from 1866 to 1876.
Pewter Set of three well made Mugs –
Quart, Pint and Half-Pint. Clearly marked for George Farmiloe & Sons of London and made
about 1890. The Quart and Pint are verified VR over 172 for Cheltenham Police and the early
London Crowned quartered shield V and R to the sides. A nice set, little used, and thought
the pint and quart share the same verifications the half does not having simply VRcrowned

over 239 for perhaps London County. To the left of each handle the verification and size
mark to the right of the handle the stamp of G Farmiloe & Sons, (save for the quart where the
verification is to the right of the handle, the size is also marked to the front on the pint and the
quart.
They weigh 2 lb, 1 lb 3ozs and 11 ozs, in height 6 …” just over 5” and 4”, with a lip rim
diameter of 4 5/8”, over 3 ‡” and 3 1/8” respectively, the pint may have seen a little more
use. A pleasant set, in footed bucket shape with good double quality of banding.

Good Spouted Pewter Quart – c1890
A good spouted quart with a very crisp inscription for ‘G T Crooks’ The Greyhound, Sutton
at Hone’ made by George Farmiloe and Sons Ltd of London. To the left of the handle is the
label Quart plus a verification of crowned VR over 239 LCC for London County making this
good quart of the period about 1890. It stands just under 6” with a footrim diameter of 4 ‡”
and a lip rim diameter of 4” weighing about 2 lb 4 ozs. A fine well made piece.

Pewter Footed Bucket Quart Spouted Measure
- verified for London County in the early 1900s and perhaps made before that by George
Farmiloe and Sons Ltd of John Street London EC1 pewterers from 1876. To the right of the
handle the makers name to the left a quart label and a verification of E Crown R over 360
over LCC. Owners initials proudly engraved to the left side of the spout (opposite the handle
so the front.) This stands a proud 6 3/8” with a footrim at 4 3/8” and weighs a cracking 2 lbs
2 ozs. The engraving to the base is not easy to make out but usually the name of an inn. A
deep pewter patina.

References read and used for written information in this article –

The Pewter Society – Database & Journals – an invaluable resource for anyone interested in
the subject – more information than in any published books. So this is a very strong plug
suggesting that anyone the least interested should join the Pewter Society (see Associate
membership if you are unlikely to go to meetings). The costs of joining will be less than
buying the books you might need and the access to information such membership gives is far
better. The Pewter Society have not asked for this recommendation.
Ricketts: Pewterers of London 1600 – 1900 (self published – see www.pewtersellers.com ).

